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Recognizing the pretension ways to get this ebook the personal aura dora kunz is
additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the the
personal aura dora kunz belong to that we find the money for here and check out the link.
You could purchase guide the personal aura dora kunz or acquire it as soon as feasible. You
could quickly download this the personal aura dora kunz after getting deal. So, in the manner
of you require the book swiftly, you can straight get it. It's for that reason unquestionably simple
and therefore fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this tell
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The Personal Aura Dora Kunz
Dora Kunz, former president of the Theosophical Society of America, was the author of "The
Personal Aura" and "Spiritual Aspects of the Healing Arts" and coauthor of "The Chakras and
the Human Energy Fields."

The Personal Aura: Amazon.co.uk: Dora van Gelder Kunz ...
Personal Aura. by. Dora van Gelder Kunz. 4.13 · Rating details · 16 ratings · 2 reviews. A
fascinating, clairvoyant look at the emotional energy field that surrounds each person.
Nineteen color plates show changes in the field as people age or during times of illness.

Personal Aura by Dora van Gelder Kunz - Goodreads
Buy The Personal Aura by Dora Kunz from Waterstones today! Click and Collect from your
local Waterstones or get FREE UK delivery on orders over £20.

The Personal Aura by Dora Kunz | Waterstones
The Personal Aura by Dora van Gelder Kunz, Jun 01, 1991, Quest Books edition,

The Personal Aura (Jun 01, 1991 edition) | Open Library
The Personal Aura by Dora van Gelder Kunz and a great selection of related books, art and
collectibles available now at AbeBooks.co.uk.
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Die Aura by Dora Kunz - AbeBooks
The Personal Aura Paperback – May 1, 1991. by Dora van Gelder Kunz (Author) 4.6 out of 5
stars 9 ratings. See all formats and editions. Hide other formats and editions. Price. New from.
Used from. Hardcover.

Amazon.com: The Personal Aura (9780835606714): Dora van ...
Dora Kunz née Theodora Sophia van Gelder (April 28, – August 25, ) was a Dutch-born
American writer, psychic, alternative healer, occultist and leader in the Theosophical Society in
America. Kunz has published around the world in Dutch, English, French, German, her
capability of seeing the effects of diseases in the aura of the patients. zun) rePlao UBA Eroc
VUNV TYNOSUEd EHJ THE PERSONAL AURA THE PERSONAL AURA.

EL AURA DORA VAN GELDER KUNZ PDF - Cringle
Dora Kunz née Theodora Sophia van Gelder (April 28, – August 25, ) was a Dutch-born
American writer, psychic, alternative healer, occultist and leader in the Theosophical Society in
America. Kunz has published around the world in Dutch, English, French, German, her
capability of seeing the effects of diseases in the aura of the patients. zun) rePlao UBA Eroc
VUNV TYNOSUEd EHJ THE PERSONAL AURA THE PERSONAL AURA.

EL AURA DORA VAN GELDER KUNZ PDF - PDF Center
Dora Kunz née Theodora Sophia van Gelder (April 28, – August 25, ) was a Dutch-born
American writer, psychic, alternative healer, occultist and leader in the Theosophical Society in
America. Kunz has published around the world in Dutch, English, French, German, her
capability of seeing the effects of diseases in the aura of the patients. zun) rePlao UBA Eroc
VUNV TYNOSUEd EHJ THE PERSONAL AURA THE PERSONAL AURA.

EL AURA DORA VAN GELDER KUNZ PDF - sklj.info
Dora Kunz. Dora Kunz née Theodora Sophia van Gelder (April 28, 1904 – August 25, 1999)
was a Dutch-American writer, psychic, alternative healer, occultist and leader in the
Theosophical Society in America. Kunz has published around the world in Dutch, English,
French, German, Polish, Portuguese, and Spanish.

Dora Kunz - Wikipedia
By Dora van Gelder Kunz This article was taken from The Personal Aura by Dora van Gelder
Kunz. The life of even the most ordinary person, which may seem very uneventful, is actually
full of experiences on many levels. While we are focused on the daily business of living, we are
at the same time involved in a whole complex of

DIMENSIONS OF CONSCIOUSNESS By Dora van Gelder Kunz
Dora van Gelder Kunz ( April 28, 1904 – August 25, 1999) was an American writer, psychic,
alternative healer, and leader in the Theosophical Society in America, serving as the tenth
President of that organization for twelve years. Note: Unless otherwise stated, the information
in this article comes from the book A Most Unusual Life: Dora van Gelder Kunz: Clairvoyant,
Theosophist, Healer, by Frank Chelsey and Kirstin Van Gelder.
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Dora van Gelder Kunz - Theosophy Wiki
Hello, Sign in. Account & Lists Account Returns & Orders. Try

Personal Aura: Kunz, Dora van Gelder: Amazon.com.au: Books
The Personal Aura: Author: Dora Kunz: Edition: illustrated: Publisher: Quest Books, 1991:
ISBN: 0835606716, 9780835606714: Length: 213 pages: Subjects

The Personal Aura - Dora Kunz - Google Books
The Personal Aura by Dora van Gelder Kunz. Click here for the lowest price! Paperback,
9780835606714, 0835606716

The Personal Aura by Dora van Gelder Kunz (9780835606714)
Dora Kunz née Theodora Sophia van Gelder (April 28, 1904 – August 25, 1999) was a DutchAmerican writer, psychic, alternative healer, occultist and leader in the Theosophical Society in
America.Kunz has published around the world in Dutch, English, French, German, Polish,
Portuguese, and Spanish. Biography. Dora van Gelder was born at a sugar cane plantation
named Krebet near Djombang city ...

A fascinating, clairvoyant look at the emotional energy field that surrounds each person.
Nineteen color plates show changes in the field as people age or during times of illness. A
fresh view of the subtle aspects of the human constitution, which usually are hidden from most
of us.
With a forward by Dolores Krieger, Ph.D., R.N., and author of Therapeutic Touch, Dora Kunz,
codeveloper of the healing method of Therapeutic Touch, presents the thoughts of physicians
and other healers on the spiritual dimensions of medical treatment. In this updated version of a
classic among holistic health manuals, accomplished healers including Bernie Siegel, M.D.,
and Larry Dossey, M.D., reveal their transcendent techniques for treating the whole patient, not
just the patient's symptoms. In the new chapter on pain reduction, Kunz and Dr. Erik Peper,
director of the Biofeedback and Family Therapy Institute in San Francisco, present step-bystep therapy for emotional pain, acute and chronic physical pain, and the malignant pain of the
dying patient. All six parts of their well-known paper "Fields and their Clinical Implications" are
included. Healing for the healer is also addressed with specific suggestions that help
physicians and others sustain centeredness when treating patients in pain.
During years of research and practice, Krieger and her mentor--the late medical intuitive and
clairvoyant, Kunz--found illness to be caused by energy imbalance. This guide teaches readers
to rebalance the body's energy through touch, visualization, and a spiritual acceptance.
Born on a sugar plantation in Java at the turn of the 20th century, psychic, alternative healer,
and writer Dora van Gelder Kunz was to become one of the most unique and unforgettable
women of her age. This biography traces her life from her signs of clairvoyant ability in early
childhood through her pioneering development, with Delores Krieger, of Therapeutic Touch;
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her presidency of the Theosophical Society in America; and, finally, her death at ninety-five.
Among her several seminal books in the genre of modern esoteric literature are The Real
World of Fairies, The Personal Aura, and Spiritual Healing. Those who knew Dora were
captivated by her blunt honesty, tremendous perception, deep compassion, and infinite
capacity for hilarity. As this book lovingly chronicles, hers was indeed a most unusual life.
A presentation of experimental evidence that illness can be seen in the subtle energy fields of
the body. Fascinating case studies of actual patients show that clairvoyant observation can
diagnose disease and even reveal potential illness before it manifests in physical symptoms.
The key to health and disease lies in the dynamic interaction between the body's physical,
emotional, and mental fields and universal energy fields. Understanding this interaction can
help us alter our energy patterns in the direction of better health. Includes a full-color foldout
diagram of the chakra system.
The Real World of Fairies is a privileged glimpse into a joyous, animated universe. Dora's
enchanting vision of her encounters with the fairy realm delights the child in us, while it excites
our grown-up imagination, rekindles our creative energy, and deepens our sense of connection
with nature. This new edition features a foreword by Celtic folk expert Caitlin Matthews.
Caitlin's personal experiences and deep knowledge of the fairy world resonate brilliantly with
Dora's, adding a fresh perspective for contemporary readers.
Explores the extraordinary technique that put authentic healing into the hands of health care
providers • Examines the relationship between expanded levels of consciousness and the
healing process • Contains healing exercises for treating common ailments such as
stomachaches and back pain, and practices for managing chronic stress • Based on
transcribed audiotapes of lectures by medical intuitive Dora Kunz (1904-1999), with
commentary by Dolores Krieger Since 1972 Therapeutic Touch has been taught in hospitals
and at universities to tens of thousands of health care professionals. The Spiritual Dimension
of Therapeutic Touch provides an intimate glimpse into the life work of Dora Kunz (1904-1999),
medical intuitive and fifth-generation clairvoyant, who used her gifts to reach out to others in
her capacity as healer and teacher. During their years of research and healing practice
together, Dolores Krieger and her mentor, Dora Kunz, found illness to be caused by specific
subtle energy imbalances. The Spiritual Dimension of Therapeutic Touch teaches how to
rebalance the body’s energy through touch, visualization, and a spiritual acceptance of life’s
inevitable cycle. These exercises can be used both to heal physical pain and to achieve mental
and spiritual peace. The authors also examine the important interconnected relationship
between healer and patient. The book includes never-before-transcribed lectures by Dora
Kunz, with commentary from Dolores Krieger, exploring expanded levels of consciousness as
they relate to the healing process.
What if one of the most effective tools you have to restore your health is not surgery or
medications, but your own hands? Incredibly, your hands can heal you -- with the "energy
medicine" of Pranic Healing. A powerful system that is rapidly increasing in popularity, Pranic
Healing works with your own natural, vital energy -- which is also called prana -- to accelerate
your body's innate self-healing ability. Amazingly easy to learn and apply, Pranic Healing uses
a series of powerful but simple methods to generate energy, including non-touch hand
movements; energetic hygiene, the practice of keeping your personal energy tank clean and
full; breathing; and brief meditations. Using these unique techniques, you can identify, clear,
and purify unhealthy, imbalanced energy and replace it with fresh energy that helps your body
heal itself from a wide range of physical, psychological, and emotional symptoms and
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disorders. A self-healing guide for 24 ailments, including physical and sports injuries, chronic
arthritis, irritable bowel syndrome, insomnia, hypertension, headaches, backaches, congestion
and colds, menstrual cramps, even depression and stress-related disorders, is included. With
step-by-step instructions, line drawings, and numerous real-life medical stories, Your Hands
Can Heal You demonstrates and explains a revolutionary program that anyone can use to
harness the energy of body, mind, and breath to produce health and facilitate repair.
Personally trained by Grand Master Choa Kok Sui, who developed Pranic Healing, the authors,
Master Co and Dr. Robins, provide the same detailed guidance in Your Hands Can Heal You
as in the popular Pranic Healing workshops. Additionally, they present, for the first time in any
book, the Grandmaster's special modifications to the breathing practices that can dramatically
increase your power and energy and rejuvenate and balance your physical, emotional, mental,
and spiritual body. This exciting new mind-body heath reference proves that you can heal
yourself -- with your own two hands.
A complete guide to the practice of Aura-Soma color therapy • Includes illustrated descriptions
of all 104 Aura-Soma Equilibrium bottles • Shows how colors reveal our connection to the
living energies around us and our possibilities for growth in consciousness • Explores the 30
related fragrances that protect the aura and align the individual with specific energies AuraSoma is an innovative approach to soul therapy that relies on bottles of dual-colored liquids,
known as Equilibrium bottles, that incorporate plant extracts, essential oils, and the energies
and extracts of precious and semiprecious stones. The energetic properties found in the liquids
interact with the individual’s aura to help support balance in the body, mind, and spirit. In The
Aura-Soma Sourcebook authors Mike Booth and Carol McKnight detail the origins, holistic
understanding, and consciousness-mirroring effects of each of the 104 equilibrium
combinations. The practice of Aura-Soma is initially based on a person’s selection of four
Equilibrium bottles. The choice of bottles and the sequence in which they are chosen provide
keys to understanding past difficulties and mirror the need and potential for growth in one’s
consciousness. The book includes full-color spreads that juxtapose the colors of the bottle with
dramatic photographs that depict the energetic essence of each bottle and that evoke the
healing energy of the natural environment. The authors also explain where to apply the
essences, which chakra in the subtle anatomy will be affected, and what areas of personal
growth can be addressed.
There is another order of evolution running parallel to and blending with our own. Clairvoyant
Geoffrey Hodson captures the vast variety of etheric forms working with nature, stimulating
growth, bringing color to the flowers, brooding over nature’s beauty, dancing in the wind and
sunlight. Meet the magical miniature world of green, transparent sea spirits; the entrancingly
beautiful undine; the laughing, delicate, golden fairie; the slim, graceful, flowingly robed nature
devas; and the ancient hard working brownies. Learn to perceive and partake in the work of
the dynamic, unseen forces and forms which surround us and propel us toward our own
human evolutionary potentials.
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